Elementary school classrooms are increasingly relying on a discovery method for the teaching of mathematics. Mathematics for Elementary Teachers thoroughly prepares preservice teachers to use this approach as it has been proven to increase their depth of understanding of mathematics. In this text, topics are organized by operation, rather than number type, and time is spent explaining why the math works, rather than just on the mechanics of how it works. Fully integrated activities are found in the book and in an accompanying Activities Manual. Students, as a result, engage, explore, discuss, and ultimately reach true understanding of the approach and of mathematics.

My Personal Review:
This came literally within 2 days of ordering it which was perfect for school! I was so happy i had my books on time! other than that it did not come with the activities manual which I had to purchase at school seperatly. I think i bought this used but I cant tell because its in such amazing condition! would buy again no doubt about it!
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